Restaurant Cleaner
Job Posting
Naranj is a new, family oriented, middle eastern cuisine restaurant opening shortly at a
prime location in Waterloo. We will provide a high-quality dining experience for our
customers, based on the quality of our ingredients and the excellence of our cooking
and food presentation. Combined with the extraordinary dedication to customer service,
we will inspire customers to come back again and again. We will be in a high-volume
traffic area, opposite one of Waterloo’s busiest large malls.
We are looking for Restaurant Cleaners to work in our team as we provide food which
will inspire our customers to come back again and again. If you want to kickstart your
career in the restaurant industry and be part of the behind-the-scenes operations, we’d
like to meet you. You’ll help provide an unforgettable dining experience for our
customers.

How to Apply

Send your resume and a brief covering note
telling us why you are the right person for this role
to naranjresume@the-right-talent.ca
You can find out more about
Naranj and its other job openings at:
www.the-right-talent.ca/naranj
The Right Talent is working with
Naranj’s Owner
to build Naranj’s great team.
We will be running 2 job fairs in the next weeks
Check the above web page for more information.
Pass the news onto your friends and work colleagues.
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Responsibilities
1. Collecting used kitchenware from dining and kitchen areas
2. Loading and unloading washing machines
3. Washing specific items by hand (e.g. wooden cutting boards, large pots and

delicate china)

4. Store clean dishes, glasses and equipment appropriately
5. Set up workstations before meal prep begins
6. Ensure there are always enough clean dishes, glasses and utensils, especially

during peak hours

7. Maintain cleaning supplies stock (e.g. detergents) and inform Chefs / Owner

when replacement orders are necessary

8. Check washing machines’ operation and promptly report any technical or

performance issues

9. Remove garbage regularly
10. Sanitize the kitchen area, including the floor
11. Keep the customer bathrooms clean and tidy, checking them periodically during

our service hours to make sure that they stay so

12. Keep the dining area clean, by clearing up any messes that occur during service

hours, and cleaning the floors of the service areas after service hours

Requirements
1. Previous experience working in a restaurant or hotel kitchen
2. Diligence in doing the work required
3. Reliability – you are at work when you are supposed to be there
4. Friendly team work attitude – you like working with others
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5. Service attitude – you understand how the work you do helps the whole team

meet its customer service goals

6. You understand and speak English
7. Previous experience working in a restaurant or hotel kitchen
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